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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
More than 2 Million Californians have signed on for the 4 
REMOVAL of NEWSOME! 5 
The SCOTUS skunked us! 6 
California public schools to adopt curriculum teaching children 7 
how to worship the Aztec gods.  8 
Curious how the PROGRESSIVES are so REGRESSIVE—curious 9 
that they will endure all sorts of negative consequences for the 10 
abuse of the RIGHT of abortion, drug use, alcohol abuse, 11 
homosexuality, and other violations of GOD's LAWS — but will 12 
not tolerate the consequence of 1st and 2nd amendment abuses … 13 
It's time for your brain massage! 14 
[TRUTH] 15 
Well, it’s official — the SCOTUS has officially skunked us. (That’s 16 
an odd expression. It’s used in a variety of meanings—but I’m 17 
using it to express a sense nearer its original use, in 1800s New 18 
England — when it was used to speak of being overwhelmingly 19 
defeated—like when some team “got skunked” in a game—I mean, 20 
lost bad. 21 
In time the expression came to be used for someone who got taken 22 
by a dead beat, like when someone skipped town and “skunked” 23 
his renter — or his roommate —. 24 
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It’s used now to speak of someone that is plastered — which is used 25 
to speak of someone who is sotted, or pie-eyed, loaded, soaked, 26 
soused, you know, excessively inebriated—but while the 27 
winebibbers among the Jurists, like Kavanaugh, might indeed have 28 
imbibed indulgently, to numb the conscience while they betray 29 
their oath — that’s not what I mean by it here. 30 
I mean the SCOTUS skipped out on us, left us holding the 31 
proverbial bag, which is another of those malleable American 32 
idioms—originally meaning to be left bearing responsibility or the 33 
guilt for some crime or error, like a scape-goat, but has come to be 34 
used to speak of someone left with the responsibility for some 35 
burden while everyone else walks away care free—but actually is 36 
another 18th century gem that conveyed the idea of being left 37 
holding an empty bag while everyone else gets away with the goody 38 
bags—so, make of an idiom what you will—since it is the nature of 39 
idioms to take their meaning from something other than the actual 40 
words used to express them—hehe. 41 
Anyway, in order for them to be understood they must have some 42 
kinship with the culture in which they are used— 43 
And all of that is to say the SCOTUS has really skunked us and left 44 
us holding the bag—the SCOTUS reeks of the foul malodorous 45 
skunk-stink of swamp and in our bag we have nothing while in 46 
theirs they have Judas-coin! — which is an idiom for whatever 47 
reward was used to purchase their betrayal of their oath and 48 
fidelity to LADY JUSTICE — who, thankfully, wears a blinder 49 
because if she was burdened to watch what these scoundrels did to 50 
her she would surely — weep! 51 
I understand all the election fraud cases were dismissed without 52 
comment — I have not had a chance to check what Alito and 53 
Thomas said about Lady Justice latest miscarriage —  54 
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It will be interesting if neither said anything—if even these two 55 
stalwarts of CONSTITUTIONAL LAW AND ORDER were as 56 
quiet as Trump has been on this — and Lin Wood has not spoken 57 
to it either — at least not that I can find.  58 
I wonder if that means — Oh well, that’s what we thought! Move 59 
forward with plan A! 60 
That is very strange! (Epoch Times reports no comment from 61 
Wood on this rejection, and says the court denied hearing the case 62 
“WITHOUT COMMENT.” PERIOD! 63 
I can find nothing that tells me whether Alito or Thomas objected 64 
— this is EERIE weird! It’s like I’m hearing that music you hear in 65 
a movie when something very, very big in terms of plot 66 
development is just about to happen.) 67 
Wood has said — about a week ago, that if the court denies hearing 68 
the case, this will prove the court is mostly corrupt — and if the 69 
court agreed to hear the case, we would have to wait to see if the 70 
court is mostly corrupt. 71 
Was this an exercise to determine whether the court was “mostly 72 
corrupt”? 73 
It’s getting down to the wire—Patriots don’t have anything left. If 74 
the States do not rise and correct this matter—there will be nothing 75 
left but to what? 76 
Go into the streets and start burning our own buildings, and 77 
terrorizing our own cities? 78 
Well — no! That’s what they do! (I defined them and us a few 79 
shows back.) We are far more serious than that. 80 
What then! Start sniping off the bad guys one by one? 81 
No! That’s what they do! That’s not our thing. 82 
We do the LAW and ORDER thing! 83 
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One scenario is the DURHAM card — where finally, he declares 84 
his investigation complete, reveals the truth about the Swamp 85 
creatures and the PEOPLE rise up to DEMAND justice. 86 
[I liked Bongino's call to dance. It's time to face the music—and 87 
when it's time to face the music, Dance.] 88 
So Durham unseals the indictments — proceeds with the arrests, 89 
triggering the DS to launch their planned insurrection, release their 90 
rioters into the streets, because that’s what they were threatening us 91 
with earlier — they think we cow tow to such subliminal messaging 92 
— they think we think like they think! But we don’t! 93 
And, you’ve probably noticed it, but they don’t get us! They have 94 
never understood the conservative patriot. 95 
They don’t understand us because they don’t understand our 96 
GOD! You know, you can understand the Aztecs when you 97 
understand their gods—a people become like what they worship! 98 
SO if they think we are going to bow down to their Moloch child 99 
murdering monsters, or their Aphrodite goddess of perversion and 100 
sacrificing our children to their lusts — well, they will find that is 101 
not what is going to happen. 102 
CA curriculum now includes indoctrination into the worship of 103 
Aztec gods that receive human sacrifice—yeah, it's called the ethnic 104 
studies model curriculum—based on the pedagogy of the 105 
oppressed—the teaching methods that arise from the oppressed. By 106 
the way, Marxist Paolo Freire developed this. He teaches that 107 
students must be educated about their oppression in order to 108 
prepare them to throw off their oppressors. 109 
In this curriculum Christianity is accused of something they are 110 
calling theocide — I guess that's the extermination of other gods. 111 
The teachers are encouraged to lead the students in prayers to the 112 
Aztec god Tezkatlipoka. This particular god is the one Aztecs 113 
worshipped with human sacrifice and cannibalism. Nice! The 114 
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students are led to call on this Aztec god worshipped with human 115 
sacrifice and cannibalism for the "power to be 'warriors' for 'social 116 
justice.'"1 Then the students are led in chants (prayers) to other 117 
Aztec gods—like Quetzalcoatl, Huitzilopochtli, and Xipe Totek — 118 
from these gods they desire to get "a revolutionary spirit." 119 
Huitzilopochtli is the Aztec deity of war — to get this one to be on 120 
your side in battle, you have to offer a lot of human sacrifices—121 
hundreds, even thousands of human sacrifices—many heads were 122 
sent rolling down the steps of the pyramid in Teotihuacan, Mexico 123 
— I remember climbing the blood stained stones of the pyramid of 124 
the sun, or was it the pyramid of the moon, can't remember which 125 
one it was — anyway, your California students in public schools 126 
will be encouraged to chant (pray) to all these Aztec human 127 
sacrifice devouring gods as the gods of "liberation" from the GOD 128 
of our Fathers — and they will conclude by shouting "Panche Beh, 129 
Panche Beh" — and I can't find anyone who will tell me what that 130 
means — but I think is has something to do with their prayer 131 
request to the Aztec gods for LIBERATION 132 
TRANSFORMATION. 133 
So, here is the take away — the California public school system has 134 
become a full-blown religious indoctrination system dedicated to 135 
the Aztec gods, and the fact that these gods were worshipped by 136 
human sacrifices—I mean, hundreds of pitiful sinners rounded up 137 
and one after the other, sacrificed to the Aztec gods in order to get 138 
the POWER to LIBERATE themselves from the GOD Who gave 139 
His Son to die on the Cross for sinners — Who does not demand 140 
human sacrifice but MADE HIMSELF A SACRIFICE FOR US — 141 
Who said, "take eat, this is my body…" — that is, a GOD Who 142 
made Himself food for us rather than make us food for Him—they 143 
want to be LIBERATED from the GOD who sets ALL MEN FREE 144 
BY THE TRUTH, Who CREATED all MEN EQUAL and 145 

                                     
1 https://www.city-journal.org/calif-ethnic-studies-curriculum-accuses-christianity-of-theocide 
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bequeathed to all INALIENABLE RIGHTS — who declares 146 
LIBERTY and JUSTICE for ALL —  147 
And it is okay to lead our children in prayers to the gods of the 148 
Aztecs because those are the gods worshipped by what they call the 149 
indigenous people — the fact that they offered human sacrifice to 150 
these gods — well, that's okay because those were the "indigenous 151 
gods." Do you begin to see how warped are these people? 152 
The LIBERATION of the Aztec gods is enslavement of man. 153 
What, exactly, will it take to wake Californians from their liberal 154 
stupor? And look at this! The Democrats voted God out of their 155 
PARTY and now they are getting taken over by gods worshipped 156 
by human sacrifice. 157 
Are you going to allow Newsome to keep you in bondage and push 158 
forward his antichrist agenda in our public schools? 159 
Now you understand why we see some of America's young people 160 
dancing around a burning American flag chanting, "Praise to the 161 
chaos god."  162 
So, what's it going to take? When will WE THE PEOPLE arise? 163 
Maybe Texas, and about twenty other states will have to ban 164 
together, separate from the United States of Baizuo (Bai-dzwou) (A 165 
chinese slang term for white lefty ideology)—and declare 166 
themselves independent of the United States of Baizuo—and under 167 
the AMERICAN CONSTITUTION — the United States of 168 
AMERICA. 169 
Go ahead and make Texas the seat of government and then watch 170 
as Obama’s “transformed America” becomes an East Berlin 171 
wasteland — where they will have to build a wall to keep their 172 
people imprisoned, because they will start fleeing the corrupt 173 
government of Baizuo to find liberty in the LAND OF THE FREE. 174 
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Or will we go into a CIVIL WAR — beat back the oppressing CCP 175 
sycophant dictators and deliver the entire country from these 176 
SKUNKING scoundrels —. 177 
In any case, with the SCOTUS no longer willing to bravely stand 178 
for the CONSTITUTION, and public schools beginning to turn 179 
fully FROM GOD to the gods of the land—the options are 180 
beginning to narrow very quickly. 181 
Hold on through the break. The Brain Masseur will be right back. 182 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 183 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 184 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 185 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 186 
liberty. 187 
2 Million Californians have signed on for the REMOVAL of 188 
NEWSOME! 189 
I heard that when Biden flies his plane is not given the AIR FORCE 190 
ONE call sign—what’s that about? You do know, and this is not 191 
hear-say, you know when he flew to DC for his inauguration, he 192 
had to charter a private jet — the military would not send Air 193 
Force 1 for him. 194 
And, I heard that Kamala is not flying around on Air Force 2 — 195 
she is buzzing around on a 737. Hmmm. 196 
They are beginning to set up the transition from Biden to — well, 197 
ostensibly to Kamala — and who will come in as VP?  198 
Where is Hillary, anyway? Why are we not hearing from Hillary? 199 
Anyway—I ended the first segment pondering some scenarios—200 
God promised to raise a banner against the enemy that has come in 201 
like a flood and I'm looking for it. Are you the type of person who 202 
prays for something and the actually expects God is going to 203 
answer your prayer? Well, I have prayed God will raise up the 204 
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promised banner against the enemy of our liberties so I'm looking 205 
for it. When I see it, I'm going to rally round that banner! 206 
Maybe we oust Newsome—maybe CA finally wakes up and sees 207 
these devil worshipping antichrists for what they are and return to 208 
the GOD of our Fathers. Let's rid ourselves of these godless 209 
communists, get our elections back, reestablish our REPUBLIC 210 
UNDER GOD and deliver CA politics from the control of the 211 
densely populated areas of LA and SFO — you know, the fly from 212 
counties — hehe. 213 
Okay, let's look at another brilliant brain massage insight that will 214 
clarify things for you.  215 
The devils leading this country right now enslave through fear. 216 
They create a panic and then use it to gain greater control the 217 
people. Take the PLANDEMIC: 218 
CDC came out with report about masks. 219 
This was released FRIDAY! CDC submitted a report that 220 
effectively admits that the mask mandate was what Fauci at first 221 
said it would be—ridiculous and not effective for public mitigation.  222 
The CDC reported that the mask mandate resulted in a LESS 223 
THAN 2% decrease in COVID case growth after one hundred days 224 
when compared with a hundred days before the mandate — and 225 
yet the CDC continues to advise wearing of masks. 226 
So, masks don’t work, but we think you should continue wearing 227 
them. Why? CDC already answered that question about four weeks 228 
ago — they said, "Masks help people remember that there is a 229 
pandemic." Or like Fauci said — masks are "largely symbolic."  230 
Which, by the way, agrees with what I saw in the RCTs on the 231 
efficacy of masks to mitigate transmission of a virus. I examined 17 232 
RCTs (Randomized Control Trials—a scientific study that tests a 233 
theory, such as the efficacy of masks to mitigate the spread of a 234 
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virus)—I studied 17 of these and ran down the attending 235 
documentation on each one. 236 
I took about 12 or 13 RCTs that were done before COVID when 237 
they were trying to determine the efficacy of masks for colds, flu, 238 
and some that were done during SARS 1, and then I found a few 239 
that were done after COVID came “online” so to speak. 240 
I noticed that EVERY RCT done before COVID-19 laid out all 241 
their findings, I mean what tests they used, the actual results of 242 
their tests—and I mean how many particles of virus escaped this 243 
mask, as opposed to another mask, and so on, and then 244 
summarized their findings and offered a conclusion that included 245 
recommendations. 246 
EVERY pre COVID-19 RCT concluded with a strong 247 
recommendation AGAINST using masks, and every early post-248 
COVID RCT, concluded with NOT RECOMMENDED, until it 249 
became "public policy" — and then, suddenly the 250 
recommendations began to say, equivocally, stuff like masks might 251 
help, masks can help with an equivocating recommendation to 252 
wear masks, or a simple statement that CDC recommends it, or 253 
this or that person recommends it, or the State mandates it — but 254 
NOT ONE STUDY SAID THE SCIENCE SHOWS CLEARLY 255 
THAT MASKS ARE AN EFFECTIVE PUBLIC SAFETY 256 
MITIGATION STRATEGY FOR CURBING THE SPREAD OF A 257 
VIRUS. 258 
And I noticed something intriguing. 259 
The post COVID RCTs looked virtually identical to pre-COVID 260 
RCTs in every respect: methods used, results of the tests—all the 261 
numbers were very nearly identical in terms of numbers of 262 
particles that passed through this or that mask, of this or that sort 263 
— all of it the same — even the CONCLUSIONS were virtually 264 
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identical but where I saw a clear DIFFERENCE was in the 265 
recommendations. 266 
In the POST-COVID Mask mandate consensus phase, every study 267 
recommended wearing masks — None said masks would protect 268 
anyone, but each said something like might, may, can, in some 269 
cases — always some qualifier — but ended up recommending 270 
masks as a public policy for mitigation. 271 
In other words, when it became a POLITICAL thing, it became a 272 
scientific recommendation. Isn't that dangerously backwards? 273 
And now we learn this move from MASKS NOT 274 
RECOMMENDED as a PUBLIC MITIGATION POLICY to 275 
MASKS RECOMMENDED as a PUBLIC MITIGATGION 276 
POLICY corresponded pretty closely to the email communications 277 
between WHO and NIH with China, where China was putting 278 
pressure on these organizations to direct mitigation strategies in 279 
the US. 280 
So now, the latest from CDC is a report that reveals that when we 281 
compare pre mask mandate to post mask mandate COVID case 282 
count, the mask mandate was a statistical wash—. 283 
Statistically, THE MASKS made no difference. 284 
Julie Kelly Tweets: “This study basically admits mask mandates and 285 
restaurant openings have a negligible impact on the spread of 286 
COVID — did anyone at CDC READ their own report.” 287 
RED PILL PEOPLE — KNEW THIS ALL ALONG — because 288 
some of us actually read the RCT (Randomized Controlled Trials) 289 
that SHOWED CONSISTENTLY masks do not protect from 290 
transmission or infection of anything so small as a VIRUS. 291 
One such study: American Association of Physicians and Surgeons 292 
— Came out with report titled MASK FACTS — they tested them 293 
and proved the masks DO NOT STOP VIRUSES. 294 
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These doctors reported: this is the REASON WE HAVE NEVER 295 
MANDATED MASKS DURING FLU SEASON — IT’S BECAUSE 296 
WE ALREADY KNEW THIS. 297 
[Now that we have shown the MONSTER called GOVERNMENT 298 
that we will comply with ridiculous controls if they can make us 299 
AFRAID of DISEASE — they will come up with another panic to 300 
scare us into submission. And whatever power they get over you, 301 
they never let it go. Newsome is already saying there is no going 302 
back to normal — EVER! 303 
CDC just came out with evidence that we do not need to wear 304 
masks. They MANUFACTURED STATISTICS and then used 305 
them to push their SCARE NARRATIVE. Here is another example. 306 
There was a report prepared Jan. 2021 on “The Role of 307 
Telecommunications and Hate Crimes.” 308 
The Report declares there is NO EVIDENCE of a CAUSAL 309 
RELATIONSHIP between the growth of Internet usage and hate 310 
crimes. A correlation between growth of Internet usage and a surge 311 
in hate crimes over the past five years is not supported by the DOJ 312 
statistics. The evidence does not show that during the last decade a 313 
time of explosive growth of electronic communication, particularly 314 
on the Internet and mobile devices as well as social media, is 315 
related to a rise in hate crime incidents. 316 
The report warns that efforts to clamp down on online 317 
communication over unfounded concerns about hate crimes will 318 
undermine first amendment values. The REPORT cautions that 319 
efforts to control or monitor online speech even for the worthy 320 
goal of reducing crime presents serious first amendment concerns 321 
and runs counter to our nations dedication to free expression. 322 
The report also criticizes academic extremism, in which 323 
researchers make unfounded claims and refuse to back up their 324 
assertions. Like Fauci said, when we have no data to support a 325 
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conclusion, we have to make it up! Well, he said we have to make a 326 
"judgment call." Do you trust the judgment of a man who was 327 
working on "gain of function" research on corona virus strains—328 
was shut down by the Congress, and used his judgment to transfer 329 
the research to a lab in Wuhan to continue their work. Do you 330 
trust the judgment of a fellow who hangs with Gates? Hahah. Do 331 
you trust the judgment of a guy who stands to gain financially by 332 
the spread of this virus and sale of the vaccine? Do you trust a man 333 
who says on day one, masks are not an effective public policy for 334 
mitigation, and then flips to if we all wear a mask we can curb the 335 
spread — and says, "masks are largely symbolic" then says, hey, not 336 
just one, wear two! Do you trust the judgment of a LIAR who 337 
admitted that the mask thing was about manipulation of the herd. 338 
Anyway, the report offers blistering condemnation on tech 339 
corporations using hate speech panic as an excuse to abridge free 340 
speech rights on their platforms.  341 
Get it? Create panic — make people afraid — encroach on their 342 
liberties — they will cower in fear and give up their independence. 343 
Now, here is the blindingly brilliant missile of insight that has 344 
acquired its target: INCOMING! 345 
Interesting that LIBERALS insist we endure a certain amount of 346 
negatives from alcohol abuse in order to maintain the right to 347 
market alcohol. They despise prohibition against alcohol, but 348 
champion prohibition against our first and second Amendment 349 
rights. 350 
They insist that FREEDOM to use alcohol outweighs the 351 
devastation caused by its abuse. And this is REAL devastation, 352 
measurable, and observable. 353 
Today's Progressives likewise insist the “right to sexual freedom” 354 
outweighs the devastating consequences of promiscuity among our 355 
teens (3 million annual cases of STDs among teens), or that fact 356 
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that homosexuality is fraught with a myriad of diseases, some 357 
unique to that behavior, and many directly exacerbated by it—that 358 
it is WELL KNOWN an active homosexual's life expectancy is 359 
about half of his heterosexual counterpart — but, hey, LISTEN, the 360 
FREEDOM to engage in this behavior, and to promote it in our 361 
community is so important, we all must LEARN TO LIVE with 362 
these negatives — but when it comes to the FIRST AMENDMENT 363 
FREEDOM and the SECOND AMENDMENT FREEDOM — they 364 
constantly harp on every negative consequence of allowing these 365 
freedoms and argue that these negative consequences are just too 366 
extreme and unacceptable to allow people to have THESE 367 
FREEDOMS. 368 
So, the right to DISOBEY GOD’s LAWS must be protected AT 369 
ALL COSTS TO INDIVIDUALS AND TO SOCIETY, any damage 370 
to persons or to society arising from abuse of the RIGHT TO 371 
DISOBEY GOD'S LAWS must be absorbed, accepted as a 372 
necessary price to protect what they call “LIBERTY” — but the 373 
DIVINELY ENDOWED RIGHTS from GOD MUST BE 374 
INFRINGED UPON, CONTROLLED, CURTAILED and the 375 
excuse used is the DANGER to society from ABUSE of these rights. 376 
Let me ask you to pray about something with me, and part of this is 377 
to prepare you for what is coming. 378 
Have you ever read Ezekiel — when God revealed to Ezekiel what 379 
was going on in the “secret chambers” — things that were 380 
horrifying? When he revealed that the ancients were worshipping 381 
the gods of Moloch, and Chemosh—gods that required human 382 
sacrifice—these Jewish leaders were actually involved in the 383 
worship of the gods of the people who were "indigenous" to the 384 
land of Canaan? Ever read about that? How the Jewish people were 385 
led by these wicked men to pass their children through the fire in 386 
dedication to Moloch, and Chemosh, who are served by human 387 
sacrifices, and they secretly worshipped Ashtoreth the goddess of 388 
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the Zidonians, for whom Jezebel was a faithful priestess—who is 389 
worshipped by all manner of sexual perversion—by fornication 390 
and eating foods sacrificed to idols—see I Kings 11:33—this is what 391 
led to the first great split in Israel when GOD DIVIDED the 392 
nation. California is introducing a curriculum to teach our 393 
children in our public schools to worship the indigenous gods 394 
which demand human sacrifice—will GOD DIVIDE AMERICA? 395 
Have you noticed that the pagan religions — created by NIMROD 396 
and his family, by the way — always include sexual deviation and 397 
the sacrifice of children and virgins? They want to pass the 398 
“children through the fire,” and offer their children to Moloch — 399 
what is that about? 400 
Do you believe Satan has a new plan? Do you believe he does 401 
things differently today? Do you believe no one would buy in to 402 
Satan’s offer to kneel to him for “power”? 403 
Is the UNION headed for a DIVISION? Yep! More on my 404 
livestream visit — Comfort and Counsel for the Present Distress.  405 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 406 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 407 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 408 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 409 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 410 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 411 
lights off? 412 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 413 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 414 
email. 415 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 416 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 417 


